Background 21 Mixed infections of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, and antibiotic heteroresistance, continue to 22 complicate tuberculosis (TB) diagnosis and treatment. Detection of mixed infections has been 23 limited to molecular genotyping techniques, which lack the sensitivity and resolution to 24 accurately estimate the multiplicity of TB infections. In contrast, whole genome sequencing 25 offers sensitive views of the genetic differences between strains of M. tuberculosis within a 26 sample. Although metagenomic tools exist to classify strains in a metagenomic sample, most 27 tools have been developed for more divergent species, and therefore cannot provide the 28 sensitivity required to disentangle strains within closely related bacterial species such as M. 29 tuberculosis. 30 Here we present QuantTB, a method to identify and quantify individual M. tuberculosis strains in 31 whole genome sequencing data. QuantTB uses SNP markers to determine the combination of 32 strains that best explain the allelic variation observed in a sample. QuantTB outputs a list of 33 identified strains, their corresponding relative abundances, as well as a list of drugs for which 34 resistance-conferring mutations (or heteroresistance) has been predicted within the sample.
Filtering genomes based on sequence similarity 153
The last step in constructing the reference database is to remove highly similar genomes. We 154 calculated the pairwise SNP distances between each genome pair by summing the number of 155 SNPs unique to each genome, i.e. by taking the union of variants minus the intersection of 156 variants. If the SNP distance was below a specified threshold, the genome with the lowest 157 number of SNPs was removed. This process was repeated until all genomes differed by the 158 specified minimum SNP distance. We evaluated the performance of QuantTB by constructing 159 reference databases with four different SNP distance thresholds: 10, 25, 50 and 100 SNPs. Table   160 1 shows the number of strains within each reference database. 165 genomes were randomly selected relative to the overall distribution of lineages, with a minimum requirement of five 166 genomes for each lineage. D10 was selected as source set for the small benchmarking set to ensure the broadest 167 possible strain and distance representation.
161

Addressing reference genome bias 169
All SNPs were called using the reference genome, H37Rv, introducing a bias that strains highly 170 similar to the reference genome become 'invisible' using this method, because they have a very 171 low number of SNPs. To remedy this issue, a custom SNP-based representation of the H37Rv 172 sequence was generated, based on the frequencies of SNPs across all other genomes in our 173 reference database. If the same variant is observed in almost all the genomes in the reference 174 database, we designate this as an H37Rv specific variant, i.e. a SNP within the H37Rv genome 175 compared to every other genome. Therefore, QuantTB generates an "H37Rv SNP sequence" 176 including positions where more than 75% of the genomes in the reference database have a 177 common allele that differs from H37Rv. These locations are a fingerprint for H37Rv-like strains 178 to identify them from the rest of the database. Using the SNP database to quantify strains present within a sample 181 QuantTB uses a SNP-based reference database to process short-read data in order to quantify the 182 set of strain(s) present within a sample, such as short-read data from a clinical sample or isolate. 183 Sample processing is done in two steps: 1) Extracting SNPs from a sample 2) Iterative 184 classification of strains in the sample. frequency greater than 0.99 for the reference allele are removed. This process removes all of the 192 reference H37Rv alleles, making it impossible to detect the H37Rv strain in a sample, as they 193 have been filtered out. Therefore, to ensure H37Rv can be detected, we ensure all bases within 194 the "H37Rv SNP sequence" are included (see construction of reference database above), given 195 they pass the initial quality filter. The end result is a dictionary containing the extracted allele Compute a "strain presence score" (s i ) for every genome (i) in the database (see below for 204 computation of score).
205
II.
Choose the genome with the highest strain presence score, s i .
206
III.
Remove the chosen genome's SNPs from the database and sample.
207
IV.
Repeat steps 1-3 until no more SNPs remain, the strain presence score is below the 208 threshold, or the maximum number of iterations have been reached. compared against SNP sequences in the reference database to calculate a strain presence score for every 213 genome in the database. The sample is represented as a pileup, where every circle represents an allele copy. 214
Red circles indicate alleles unique to strain A, green indicates alleles unique to strain B, and blue indicates 215 reference strain (blue). The database (top right) is an example matrix representation of a reference genome 216 database. Each column represents a single SNP (unique position and variant), and each row represents a 217 genome in the reference database with this SNP present (1) or absent (0). Strain presence scores are calculated 218 for every genome in the reference database. The genome with the highest strain presence score (s i ) is selected, 219 in this case strain A (red). The SNPs associated with strain A are removed from the database and the input 220 sample, along with additional reference alleles. In each subsequent iteration the scores are recalculated, 221 allowing for the identification of additional strains, and the process continues until there are no more SNPs or a 222 threshold has been reached. 223
Computation of strain presence score.
224
During each iteration, a strain presence score (s i ) is calculated for every genome in the 225 database (D). The strain presence score is an average of two statistics, and , and represents 226 the overall presence of a strain within the sample. and are described below. Benchmark evaluation using synthetic sets 327 In order to test the performance of each method, we calculated the Recall, Precision, and the F- 
332
Evaluation using real genomic data 334 We demonstrated the utility of QuantTB with real data samples from a study investigating 335 reinfection and relapse using WGS (13). Sequencing reads from 50 pairs of isolates were 336 downloaded from the SRA (31). SRA files were extracted using fastqdump (Version 2.9.0) (31) from the SRA toolkit, using the "split-3", "skip-technical", and "clip" flags to split left and right 338 reads into separate files, remove technical reads, and clip off poor-quality ends of reads, 339 respectively.
340
To construct a phylogenetic tree from these samples, SNPs were extracted and filtered as 341 described above. FastTree (32) was used to generate a tree from the concatenated SNPs. where every genome is represented by a set of SNPs (see right panel in Figure 1 ). To generate a 347 TB reference database, we downloaded all 5,867 complete and draft M. tuberculosis assemblies 348 available at NCBI on July 23 2018 (see Methods). To remove non-TB genomes and possible 349 chimeric assemblies, we assigned lineages to each assembly using a method described previously 350 (21). After additional filtering on assembly quality and removing non-TB genomes, or genomes 351 with more than one lineage classification, 5,637 assemblies remained. diversity, suggesting the need for increased sequencing of less well-characterized lineages, 365 which would improve the resolution of classification within these less abundant lineages.
366
To benchmark QuantTB's performance across databases with varying intra-database genetic 367 distances, we constructed a set of databases with differing minimum differences between strains.
368
After extracting high quality SNPs from each genome in our database, we calculated pairwise 369 SNP distances between genomes (see Methods) and filtered highly similar genomes using four 370 different SNP distance thresholds (10, 25, 50, and 100 SNPs) into five databases ( Table 3 QuantTB outperforms other tools using simulated data 378 Using a reference database, QuantTB employs an iterative algorithm to identify which reference 379 strains are present within a sample. Briefly, in every iteration the algorithm selects the most probable genome from the reference database to be present in the sample, based on the number 381 and coverage of SNPs in common between the sample and that particular genome (see Methods).
382
The algorithm outputs the strain(s) predicted to be present within the sample, along with their 383 predicted abundance(s).
384
We assessed QuantTB's ability to accurately identify strains across a spectrum of diversity in the 385 reference database using five databases that varied both in size and in the genetic distance 386 between representative genomes (see Methods, Table 1 ). For testing using these reference 387 databases, we constructed sets of samples containing mixtures of four separate TB strains (see 388 Methods).
389
We compared QuantTB with two other strain level classification algorithms: Sigma (15) Table 1 ). While StrainSeeker performed on par with QuantTB ( Figure 3A) , both achieving near 406 perfect F1 scores at both coverage levels, Sigma did not perform as well. Sigma identified the 407 correct strains in almost all cases; however, this was accompanied with greatly reduced precision 408 ( Supplementary Table 4 ), i.e. including many false positives and decreasing its overall F1 score 409 ( Figure 3A ). Table 1 ) are shown only for QuantTB, for coverages ranging from 0.1× -20x.
416
Classification of synthetic four-sample mixes using the larger reference databases presented a 417 more difficult task; however, QuantTB's performance remained high ( Figure 3B ), achieving F1 To assess the ability of QuantTB, StrainSeeker, and Sigma to correctly predict relative strain 435 abundances, we simulated mixed samples of pairs of strains that varied in their relative 436 proportions ( Figure 4A ). As we were only able to use our smallest reference database because of 437 computational limitations with StrainSeeker and Sigma, we used d10small as the reference 438 database to perform these comparisons. To construct test samples for this comparison, we used 439 100 synthetic mixtures of two assemblies randomly sampled from the d50 database. This 440 represented a more realistic scenario, where strains in the samples (sourced from the d50 441 database) were not already present in the database (d10small). Pairs of assemblies were 442 combined in ratios of 1:9 and 3:7 relative abundance, with a total sample coverage of 10x.
443
QuantTB was by far the most successful tool at identifying the correct number of strains.
444
QuantTB identified the correct number of strains (two) in the majority of samples (72%).
445
StrainSeeker usually underestimated the number of strains and was only able to identify the 446 correct number of strains in 25% of cases. Sigma failed to predict the correct number of strains in any sample, predicting at least 9 strains for all of the samples ( Figure 3B ). For samples where 448 QuantTB correctly predicted the strain multiplicity, it also predicted relative abundances close to 449 the expected values, performing best for samples with a 0.1/0.9 strain ratio ( Figure 3B , left 450 graphs). 
459
It is not only important to determine whether a tool is able to predict the correct abundances, but 460 also whether it can select the most appropriate genome when the correct strain is absent from the 461 reference database. Therefore, as genomes from the d50 database were used as test samples and 462 tested against genomes in the d10small database, we evaluated the accuracy of strain predictions 463 by assigning a true positive to each strain in a sample if QuantTB predicted the 'correct' relative 464 genome in the d10small database (i.e. amongst the top 3 genomes with the highest pairwise SNP 465 distance to the original strain). We found that QuantTB predicts the closest strain to the actual 466 genome with an average precision value of 95%. This more realistic scenario, with previously 467 unseen strains, suggests that QuantTB is able to accurately predict the correct number of strains Here, we systematically reanalyzed this data using QuantTB and compared our findings from 496 this dataset to those of Sigma and StrainSeeker. As it is impossible to know the identity of the 497 strains present in the real samples in advance, we limited analysis to the multiplicity, or the 498 number of strains identified in each sample. QuantTB reported a consistently low (0-2) number of strains, and identified the same seven 505 samples as mixed, irrespective of the database used as a reference, which was in agreement with reported an unrealistically large number of strains (greater than 25 on average).
By applying the results from QuantTB we were able to classify each sample as either part of a 509 relapse, a reinfection or a mixed infection (4 cases). We used results from the d25 database 510 because it performed optimally in our benchmarking tests. If more than one strain was identified 511 by QuantTB, the sample was marked as a mixed infection. If the same strain was identified for 
519
Samples in bold are discordant between the two methods. QuantTB predictions also include the abundance levels of 520 both strains identified within the sample. Samples labeled as Clinically TB negative on follow up were cases in 521 which the second of the isolate pair assigned to the H37Rv strain by QuantTB, and tested negative for TB in the Finally, we observed two samples whose isolate pairs appeared swapped on the tree: Sample 2 553 (mixed infection) and Sample 10 (reinfection). Sample 2A has sister nodes with Sample 10B 554 (box E.1), while Sample 10A has sister nodes with Sample 2B on a distant part of the tree (box 555 E.2). Before treatment, Sample 2 (isolate 2A) was mixed with two strains, the minor of which 556 was present within isolate 10A. After treatment, the major strain of Sample 2 was lost, leaving 557 the second pair of Sample 2 (isolate 2B) with only the minor strain, explaining its change of 558 location (next to isolate 10A) on the tree. On the other hand, after treatment, the patient carrying 559 sample 10 was re-infected with a different strain that was similar to the major strain of isolate 2A. Using QuantTB, we determined the antibiotic resistance genotype for each of the isolates. sample. However, we found evidence for genotypic antibiotic resistance in five isolates (Table 4 , 589 Figure 5 ). Two isolates were from the same patient, 33 and 49 (relapse cases) while one was the 590 second isolate in its sample pair, 35b (reinfection case). We found no relation between mixed 591 infections and heteroresistance, nor do we find evidence of the emergence of antibiotic resistance 592 within a relapse case. Isolate 35b exhibited heteroresistance to kanamycin in one locus: 13% of 593 alleles were of the resistance phenotype, and 87% were susceptible. Because this was a 594 reinfection case, it is not possible to determine whether the heteroresistance arose due to within 595 host evolution. Mixed infections are known to complicate treatment and diagnosis of tuberculosis (8-10); 607 however, the true clinical impact and prevalence of mixed infections is still poorly understood 608 due to the lack of suitable methods to detect and quantify individual strains of M. tuberculosis.
609
WGS studies investigating M. tuberculosis typically identify mixed infections based on the 610 amount of heterozygous base calls (6, 13, 14, 34) . However, both the definition of a heterozygous consistently outputted aberrantly high number of strains. In addition, QuantTB predicted the 654 closest related genome in the database for these strains in 94% of the samples.
655
The detection of high quality SNPs in a sample is an essential part of QuantTB's algorithm. In 656 order to ensure erroneous SNPs are not considered, QuantTB disregards SNPs present at less 657 than 5% abundance relative to that of the previously identified strain. Therefore, QuantTB can 658 only detect mixed infections in which the minor strain represents at least 5% of the allelic 659 variation. However, QuantTB is still able to pinpoint low-abundance strains with greater 660 sensitivity than previous approaches based on the counting of heterozygous positions, due to its 661 ability to identify strain down to coverages as low as 1x.
662
An advantage of approaches based purely on heterozygous locations is that they do not depend 663 on a reference database. QuantTB's ability to accurately detect mixed infections is closely 664 integrated with the distribution of genomes used to construct the database. The FASTA files used in this study can be downloaded from NCBI using the accession numbers 708 listed in Supplementary Table 1 .
709
The raw sequence data analyzed in this study can be downloaded from the Sequencing Read 710 Archive (BioProject Accession: PRJEB2777).
711
QuantTB can be downloaded and installed from github: https://github.com/AbeelLab/quanttb/ 712
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